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Xavier, Ohio Dominican Commence 
.New MBA Program In Columbus 
-~~ 
Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, Dean of the Colleae of Business 
Administration News photo by_ Frank Aha~ . 
Majority Of Hall R~s'itt_ents 
Favor Centrex Installation 
by FRANK LANDRY 
AletterdatedApril28, 1972from the mandat.ory nature. However, 
Mr. Thomu C. Fischer, to Mr. the Fiecher report raiees the 
Roderick Shearer, Vice President poasibility that deparate floors or 
of Student Affairs, has made . winp could be set aside for those 
known the fact that a majority of student who do not desire the 
Xavier's dorm students are in service in view of the increase in 
favor of Centrex phone service the room fee. 
inataUation. The majority report is In addition, Fischer's letter dealt 
based upon a recent poU taken of with the long-distance "problem." 
members of Kuhlman, Husman, Billing and charge collection are 
Brockman, and Marion Halls. deemed the major problems 
by STEVE KUNATH 
The business school of Xavier University nas 
siezed the initiative by establishing a Masters 
Business Administration . (MBA) program in 
·Columbus, Ohio. The MBA program will be run in 
conjunction with Ohio Dominican College. The 
program is an extension. of the present Xavier 
MBA evening college program. If successful, the 
program will expanded to include Saturday 
classes. · 
. Ohio Dominican C:ollege will 
Twenty years ago, through the provide their new library, good 
work of Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, classrooms, and a teaching staff 
professors were . colleeted; and able to handle the MBA pre. 
Xavier's MBA program was requisite courses. Xavier will 
initiated. The program has always continue its full time professional 
catered to night and Saturday graduate staff, counselling 
students, because of the feeling service, and twenty years of MBA 
that other larger schools would experience. Xavier will also 
run the day programs. Thus, the approve applicants, register 
prolram has been a great service students, distribute grades, and 
to people who wiahecl t.o obtain an handle transcript and award 
MBA degree but were not able or diplomas. In a joint statement, Dr. 
willing to quit their jobs. In fact, it Hailstones and Sister Isabel M. 
is only recently that Xavier'• MBA Charles, O.P., Vice President and 
program· has been npanded to Academic Dean at Ohio 
full-time, day clUBeB. Dominican College, pointed out 
Dr. Thomas J. Hailst.on•, Dean that, "The Columbus center is a 
of Xavier's Col191e of Business natural development for the two 
Administration, commented that, private schools." · 
"Xavier bu had more success with The joint statement further 
it Saturday program than any stated that the program is being 
other program in the U.S." formed "in response tO a vigorous 
Hailst.ones was teaching at Notre deinand by business firms and 
Damein1952whenhewuaskedif individuals." In fact, 34 firms in 
he would help set up the program. the Columbus area presently have 
He .agreed, and the program has one or more students enrollec:l in 
become a successful one for the Xavier 1n"aduate business 
Xavier. 
program. The response has been 
largely positive: Hailstones has · 
already received notes of 
congratulation and interest from 
firms in Columbus. 
The program itself will entail the 
commuting of Xavier professors to 
Ohio Dominican College for the 
night classes. However, all of the 
professors involved were strongly 
in favor of the program. When 
asked whether the program would 
prove to be a drain on Xavier 
resources, Hailstones said that 
"the program will contribute t.o the 
overall revenue of Xavier." 
Hailstones also made the point 
that in providing this service, he 
also wants to pursue sound 
business tactics; that ·is, a good 
service should be provided just 
renumeration. Therefore, by no 
means will the new program take a 
loss in theintereatoftheColumbus 
busineas community. 
The program will help Xavier in 
a number of ways. It will provide 
another source of revenue, and it 
will further convenience the MBA 
students who previously came 
from . up to 150 miles away. 
Hailstones feels that the new 
program will improve Xavier's 
already successful program. He 
noted that other business schools 
in the Columbus area were making 
plans · for such a program, but 
Xavier moved first. 
Further study and analyeie regarding long distance calling. In 
of the vote bu indicated that a the letter, two eounes of action 
Centres phone syetem would were proposed. A t.oll restricted 
provide eervice at a plan would make it impossible for 
conelderabley reduced rate. a st'!ldent using Centrex t.o charge 
Based · upon this year's a Jong distance call to his own 
telephone rates, the letter phone or aDY other Centrex phone. 
indicates an overall savings of Thus, under the t.oll restricted 
•s.oo-•&.00 per student year. option, Jong distance calls would 
This savings would be realized (Continued on page 2) A x • ::~:~:!t~s;h:::.::.~~~~J.-.:.;;.;;......, ...... _... ..... ____ Henderson Resigns Post· t av1er; 
an~~:~::ti a~~b~:.:~v:· ~~ UC Joh Off er, Fund Paucity Cited 
increase which would apply next 
year. The installment charge will NEAL H~ HBNNESSY 
be increased from $10.00 t.o $20.00. 
In addition, the monthly rate will 
be hiked from $6.90 per month to 
Vice-Chairman of the 
Cincinnati Human Relations 
Commission; and he was a 
member of the Cincinnati 
school foundation. In addition, 
Henderson is a former 
chairman of the NAACP 
Education Committee; and he 
is afmiated with the Avondale 
.Conimunity·eouncil • 
. $9.40 'per month. Thus, the 
analysis points to a $10.00-$14.00 
per year savinp to student8 as a 
result of the proposed Centrex 
system. 
Fiecher's letter also points to 
. other advantaaes, including 
that of increased 
intercommunication amona 
student•, administration, and 
faculty. 
The major problem with the 
proposal however appears t.o be 
John L. Henderson, Coordinator 
of University and Urban Affairs, 
has resigned his position at Xavier 
University in order to accept a post 
as Dean of Student Development 
at the University of Cincinnati. 
In his new post, Henderson will 
be responsible .for the general 
counselling staff. He will work 
with individual students and 
special interest. groups such as 
foreign · students, continuing 
~ education students, and married 
students.·. 
Faculty, Student Committees Unite 
by FRANK LANDRY 
A recommendation regarding Sciences; Rev. Robert . Schmidt, the internal workings of the 
the composition of the Board of · s.J.,ChairmanoftheDeparlment university. 
Truateeswasunanimouslypassed of Philosophy; Rev. Jeremiah In a related move, the 
by student government at the O'Callahan S.J., VicePresidentof Student Senate rejected· an 
meetingofthe .St~~ent Senate, AcademicAffairs;andRev.Victor ·amendment calling for 
Thursday, May 4. The Nieporte, S.J., Vice President of representation of one · 
recommendation carried the Administration. Under the administrator, one -faculty 
support of both the student and preeent recommendation, none of member, and one Xavier student 
faculty committee•. The draft of the above would retain votiq as voting manbel'8 of the board. 
the recommendation (a~acent) statuL The board preeently coneists of 
waa d!8wn up by a special sub- The recommendation aleo nine members (jeauit), four of 
committeeoffacultyandstudents. atipUlatea that the Univenity whom are not internally 
. As a result ~f the. paasqe, the Prelident serve u an ex o(fkio aaaociated with Xavier 
recommendation will be handed boardmember,buUhathehaveno. Univenity. The board will be 
over to the Board of Truatee• for te expanded t.o 15 members by its 
consideration. vo · · 
· . . The students would bre June meetiq. 
The recommendation suneets . represented. by a . one year The faulty committee which 
and Urban Attairs at Xavier, 
Henderson had a number of 
responsibilities. Among them was 
the recruiting of black students to 
the Xavier campus through 
assistance in the areas of 
admissions, finance, and 
scholarships. Mr. Henderson is 
also advisor to the Xavier Afro· 
American Student Association. 
Henderson was also 
responsible for. fostering good 
relations with the black 
community around Xavier. In 
this capacity, he served as 
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J. 
Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J. 
Rev. John N. Felt.en, S.J. 
When asked why he chose t.o 
resign his position at the 
university, Henderson cited a lack 
of funding by the university for his 
office. Henderson expressed his 
[Continued on page 2) 
May 4, 1972 
The Faculty Committee and the Student Government of Xavier 
University wish to su.bmit the following for your consideration in 
appohlting new members to the Board of Trustees. 
1. We recommend that no administrators, faculty memben, or 
etudtnts of Xavier University be voting memben of the Board of 
Truteee. 
2. We recommend that the Pre.ident of Xavier Univenity be a 
manber ex-oflicio, but without vot.e. 
3. We recommend that the Board compoeition, in general, conaiet 
of eiaht Jetuits and that the remaining memben include laymen 
flom the followina 1muJN1: educat.on, •tats.men, buaineu men, 
minorities - including NtWJOM end Women - one ftnt year 
alumnus, t.o serve a one year t.ena, end one former faculty member 
who bu either retired or left the UniveNity. · 
We hope that you may find the attached list of names helpful in 
making your aelecticms. . 
Daniel Cost.ello 
Pre.ident 
Student Government 
Sincerely, 
Harold L. Bryand 
Ch11irm~ 
Faculty Committee 
thatnofacul~memben,e&udeJ?tB, alumnua. Thie. alumnus would jointly endorsed the 
or .o~her internal Xav~er HrVeaoneyeart..maaoi>poHdt.o recclllUllendaaon included: Dr. 
admuuetrat.on serve 88 votins all other board memben who Harold Bryant, Chairman; Dr. membenoftheB~ofTrua~. woulds•vethneyeartenns. Thie Jane S. Klinsman; Rev. Joaeph 
At the !»naent. time, p V:.ti~ designated . · aham~1as. would Peters, S.J.; Dr. Raymond Mill•: 
memben include. Rev. a · Ide the atudents a contact Mr. Joseph We•linr. Rev. Leroy O'Connor,~ S.J., ~i'!jn~ ;' !-;-~the Board ofTruatee9, but he Benni.Ji, S.J.; and Mr. Robert · 
~~=- ~~~~~ of ·~ ".nci wo~·d· ~o! -~~ ~~~~Y. involv·~- ~~ .. '?iuell. _. ., .................... L .• -.-.. -.. --.-.-.-.•. -.~---... -.-.----. -_, -.. -... -... -. -~-.--~ •.'!"".· .-. -:.~ ••'!"" .• ~--~.-':"" •.. -:.~ ... ~ •• ~ .. -!".:" .  -~--~--~-= 
_ _,. 
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Henderson Resi..-s Post At Xavier 
~tthattl!euniversityh~~n· (Continued from page 1) 
una.ble to supply funds students at Xavier, a greater 
commesurate. .with the board rapport · with the s~un~ing 
responsibilities ot·the office. He community, and a rapport among 
furtber noted that in his job as the students themselves. 
Coordinator of University and Healao~entionedthathisoftice 
Urban Maira, · be· ·and his was reiponsible for initiating a 
assistant, ¥rv J. ·Kenneth number of ''very promising' 
Blackwell~ sit on some 30 dift'erent 
program•,"-~~cb as t~e Academic 1 
Bridge Program which will ! 
provide a six week summer 
program including instruction in 
English. Math, and Foreign 
boalda and committies -iiltlie 
·Cincinnati area. 'A~ t.O 
Hend-n, the university has 
supplied only enoqb funds tO pay 
the 1alaries of his ·~· . · .. 
Hendenon also expresled his 
disappointment in the response of 
the Xavier community to the 
programs initiated by his office. · 
Forminple, he was di.iiatilfied . 
with the level of participation by 
the Xavier 1tudent body in the 
Black Awarene&1 Program. 
Henderson felt that this prosram 
was developed "in good faith, and 
was an opportunitv fOr thoae 
· attending .to resolve their 
apprehensions over the i11ue of 
black power." 
On leaving hie poet, Hendenon 
ahio expresBed hie optimilm. He 
pointed out a number of IUCC88888 
of hie . office. among them an 
increas' number of black 
.J~~~~ge f~r incoming freshmen 
who might -lii!ed a -penocl ol 
adjustment to College life. 
Majority Of Hall Residents 
Favor Ce~tre~ Installation· 
(Continued from oage 1) 
be limited to Credit Card, collect, of•tudenuwbobadespl'MHd 
or third number billing calls. inter•Unthefeuibilityofthe 
The alternative propoeal is Centres •Ylltem. The llUl'Vey 
labeled "etation billing." This •bowed that a coneiderable 
aYBtem allows the 1tudent to. majority of univeHity 
charge long diltance calls to his •tudenu were in favor of the 
own room phone. Cincinnati Bell, Centres propoeal which called 
then, 888um• the responsibility of for a room fee increaae of•us .. 
debt collections; but a 17 per permn per Hme•ter. 
compensatory $.30 to $1.00 The •urvey waa Ul9Wered by 
monthly ii also ·included to cover 881 r•idenu out of a 1tc1 .. tble1 
higher station billing costs. 881. Overall, 72% of the 
However, plans call for the univermty 1'89idenu replied 
installation of an automatic affirmatively. Kuhlman Hall 
number Identification system in eJdlibited the sreateBt desree 
the Centrex so that no phone of approval for Centres, • 
number could be given other than 88% of that hall'• 1'89idenu 
thatofthestationplacingthecall. eJQ)l'8911ed their favor. Both 
Brockman and Huaman Hall• 
re•ponded with 74% 
afftrmation. The Centres 
·PODIATRISTS! 
A Career of . 
Rewarding Opportunity I 
o At/le Your Guid1nce eou1111- : 
tOr About C..... In Podiatry. : 
This Specllllzed Field, Delling . 
With The MedlCll Anci SUrglCll 
Treatment Of foot DllOl'dn. 
Needs M111y rMor8 Meil. And 
womin~ Be A Doctor Of 
Pocllltrlc Medlclnel 
**************** Ohio· .A.nd The Na.tion 
Needs ·More Foot Doctors· 
* *·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * OHIO PODIATRY ASSOCIATION 
2025 RIVERSIDE DR. COLUMBUS, OHIO 43221 
The 1111l'Vey for Centres wu 
initiated 1a..,ely throush the 
efrortl of Mr. John Gobman, 
RNident ~•i•tamt at Human 
Hall, who repreBented a 1P"ou 
prilpoeal carried Marion Hall ,_lll!llll!!!!lll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!llll!!!!!!!!!!!ll!lll•mm!!•!!!!!!!!!I. by a 1llm 83% mulin. '!!! 
Anyone interested in working on 
Freshman Orientation contact Bill 
Gray or come to· a meeting in the 
Regil Room at 2:30. on Thursday, 
May 11. If this ii not possible, fill 
in the tear-off sheet below and 
tum it in at the Infonnation Desk 
of the University Center. 
1 _________ _ 
would like to work on Freshman 
Orientation. 
, For more than just a 
gift - something special -
choose a Keepsake diamond 
ring, with perfect quality, 
superior cut and color. 
ITUDINT .CllARGI . 
ACCOU.'"8 lllVITID · 
7IO SWIFTON 8HOPPING . 
CENTER. Cl"CINNATI; :OHIO 
. 731·1800 . 
WE8TERN .HILLl·PLAZA 
. M1·1111 
M AND'MONMOunt, 
NEWPORT. KINnicKY 
111-4111 . 
GINIROW DISCOUNTI TO 
AU. XAVllR ·fruDINTI AND, 
F_ACUL1YMI...._. • : ' 
:·' 
.·,." 
.·;". 
,. . 
. . 
' ~' ... .. · .. 
..··· 
,.· 
. ,,:· 
•' . 
·· .. , 
. · ... 
,' .. • 
.· · .... : 
. ·. ,, 
' . 
. ' ... '· .. 
: . 
. . 'J' 
l 
I 
~ 
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Common Sense Bob Heleringer 
\ , Grand Larceny 
.. 
"What you see is what you get, College student&; .it, X&vier or paying admission to sports events 
Honey!" - -----··---· · anywhere else',."·ati~·triature etc. etc. 
Right? Wrong. Not at Xavier. enoughttospen.d:theiro~money . Thisplanwasmetwithasmuch 
Here we. have just the opposit.e (or their parents') ~s. ~ey see p.t. enthusiasm as a proposal to 
iiliom existing; i.e., What you Any school activiti.es which boycott Dana's. It was manifestly 
DON'T see is what you get! It cannot support them~elves rejected by a gaggle of kids who 
operat.es under the innocent guise through voluntary fees or m the beat their gums a lot about 
of the "General Fee." I defy open market are functions which "reform," "priorities," 
anyone to concoct a more vague do .not .contribut.e enough '? the "liberalization," "academic 
title for this collegiat.e license to university to warrant continued freedom," and "student rights." 
steal. subsidy. Here was a sincere, viable plan for 
Let's get acquainted with the As a student senator, I proposed relieving the! individual student of 
ugly facts first: some months ago an alt.emat.e some of his immense financial 
plan for a Voluntary General Fee. burden. Programs similar to this 
Ii1 a recent News article (Feb. Bascial)y,itwouldconsistofapair (you didn't think it was my idea) 
23), .Vice Pres~dent for Student of options that would confront a have been successfully 
Affam, Rodenck ~ean:r w~s prospective student. Under Plan implemented at other universities, 
asked w~ether the un1v~r:1ty still A, the student .would . pay: the the closest one being the 
stands 'in loco parent18 '? the ' exorbitant $150 . and, in general, University of Dayton. The most 
stud:ents. a;:or those who skipped ieceive. all the sCM:alled "free" astoundiitg result of the negative 
Latm, this ph~~se roughly services that accompany that attitude of the senators was their 
transla~s to: ID place of payment. Thestudentwhooptsfor startling refusal to even try to 
parents. ) Mr. Shean;r thundered Plan B would pay zilch~ He would achieve some concret.e refonns. 
that . the. school 'no longer pay separat.ely for various services They talked inceBBantly of their 
considers itself a replace~ent for as he chose to use them. This beloved "Task F:orce on the 
the pan;~ts or guardian:!! . ., of would entail his paying for the General Fee." They lamented 
students. " · school paper if he wanted one, of furtherthatsuchXavierheirlooms 
We must cut the crap, surely we paying for. Health Cent.er care as the newspaper, the Health 
.,;m;;us;;tii;;. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili ______ .wjhieniilaniidiiifilithiieiinieiedilairoiiseii'•oiiifi..~Center, the Paye hologicitl 
r ervices, Counsefuig, and -· 
fCHIROPRACTI 
A Dy•amic a•d 
1·ewardi•g ·.Career· 
Tbi N•d For Mort D•on Of 
Chiropnctic 11 lllCl'llling 
incredibly - the Student Affairs 
office would all be whisked away 
with the advent of a Voluntary 
General Fee program. All of 
which, of course, is patently false. 
Sure, the days of SOCIAL "loco 
parentis" are past. We have our 
booze and broads and judicial 
boards and Greek Weeks and 
sham student govemments and 
the various other fonns of extra-
curricular hoopla that 
accompanies a "liberalized" 
institution. But· the days of 
ECONOMIC "loco parentis" are 
F 
as firmly entrenched a:s a bloated 
· or information . on career opportunities _within th tick. The General Fee is the 
hiropractic Profession fill in and mail to:Chiropracti Academy's mostrepungnantfonn 
. reer, Hamilton County Chiropractic.:~~q_g_ia}JOri.~._O~J39.x of "loco parentis". To me, it's just 
1206, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45211 · plain "loco." It is time that the 
A E 
i moguls in the administration who 
M · • .• • ·· • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • · • • • • • • • · • · • • · • · · • • • • . ~ ex.tract $150 per student per 
DDRESS: STREET •.••.....................•......•....• 
·c1TY •••••••••••• .' •••••••••.••••• ZIP ••••••••• 
annum be served with a fonnal 
"cease and desist" order. After all, 
the last time I checked, Grand 
Larceny (thefts of more than $100) 
was still a criminal offense. 
more than adequately on 
advertisements alone, provided it 
converts to a 12-page format. No 
"lmpoBBihle Dream" this. The 
Health Cent.er would operate like 
any other hospital, charging by 
the case and not financially 
burden a person like me who has 
never seen the indise of the place in 
three years. The Psychological 
Services, if I am not mistaken, 
already charge $5 or $10 for 8n 
initial se88ion. Counseling right 
now is technically "gratis." In the 
real world, consultation with one's 
attomey, doctor, or car mechanic 
will cost money ... and rightly so. 
So it should be with profeBBional 
counselors on campus. The most 
ludicrous argument, and at times 
the most frenzied, is that the loss of 
the mandatory General Fee would 
insure the swift demise of the 
Student Affairs Office. And I say, 
let's get started! If that entire wing 
of the University Center fell into 
some mysterious abyBB, it would be 
missed as much as an ingrown 
toenail. But that's fodder for 
another story. Right now, though, 
let's stipulate the obvious: The 
~"k,istence of a Student Affairs 
office is not a must; a condition for 
survival. Like one's appendix, on 
CAN get along without it. 
Lastly, we might consider that 
hallowed Task Force, which has 
recently seen fit to bestow on us its 
divine revelations. The showpiece, 
or the piece de' resistance' if you 
will, of this particular blue-ribbon 
committee was the 
pronouncement that, in their 
obsequious opinion, athletic 
endeavors should no longer 
receive its cut of the GF pie. This 
was as much a surprise to me as if 
a Presidentiai committee 
consisting of George McGovern, 
Howard Zinn, Eric Severeid, Mike 
Perko, Regis Philbin. Mulaane 
. Tungane, Don Corleone, and 
Maharishi Mahesh Fakir reported 
to a waiting nation that our 
military budget should be cut by 
3/3rds. I P!!rsonally know the 
students who were members of the 
"Task Farce" and none of them 
hold any great love for sports. 
That the school's athlet.es will still 
receive a diploma for their yeoman 
efforts is a relief, I guess, or a 
"compromise" in the rhetoric of 
the Force. 
The second revelation was a 
definition of ... are you ready? ... a 
student ACTIVITY and a student 
FUNCTION - which was as 
stimulating and profound as 
spending an aftemoon rotating 
one's shoe trees. Any·timmy could 
have derived these earth-
shattering definitions by spending 
all of 5 minut.es in communion 
with Webster's. (There was never a 
more definite student function or 
activity than a school's athletic 
teams.) 
Aside from this magnanimous 
contribution to the cause of 
English etymology, the fabled 
Task Force on the Generous Fee 
accomplished ... well, nothing -
which is brutally typical. In 
baseball, their batting average 
would be microscopic. 
Which leaves us where, fellow 
students? Out in the cold where 
we've been ever since the Fagin 
that first devised a General Fee 
began to draw appreciative 
glances from fund-famished 
university administrations. There 
must be a change . . . to coin an · 
original phrase. This is a plea to all 
Xavier students (and their 
parents) to inundatp t'-ci Student 
Affairs office with let; -"'of protest 
and support for a Voluntary 
General Fee progrN, t. Let's let the 
robber barons kn.\'N where w~ 
stand. 
Cafeteria Survey Results 
Computed~ Poor Response 
by FRANK LANDRY 
COLLEGE ~JIENDl"G •. • _.. •.;.f¥.f!Jmlf.JJltl. · .. • • 3 GaPaatReedNews edid'toTrs, amG onhg thhem The tabulation of the ~ent "Maybe they felt nothing would 
·. - ry an om us ' ave surveyporposedandconductedby happen." 
' · ' tolcl me that the paper could su hsit 
------------.. the Food Service Advisory · 325 students, in all, responded to Committee was released to the the survey. Of this number, 37.6% ----==---------=== ~
Friendly feelings and the great taste of 
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be. !I lt's,~:r-i' thing.~ 
Bottled ·under the authority ol The Co~H-Cola Company by:~:<;:oca.Cola Bottling Works' GMlpimy~ i:iliif!innatl' . 
• 
News earlier this week. Although or 123 students preferred retention 
the results are know, Mr. Jerrold of the status quo 17. meal plan.· 
Perry, ABSistant Director of Food 62.1% or 202 students indicated a 
Services, pointed out that no desire for some type of change. 
conclusions have yet been drawn. Of the 202 students desiring a 
Any conclusions will be change, the breakdown was a 
contingent upon the Food Service · follows: 30 responses desired the 
. Adviliory Committee's optional continental breakfast 
: consideration of the results. Perry plan, 54 called for a mandatory 
' noted .that the Comtnittee's continental plan, 31 students 
.. meeting is slated for Monday, May . desired an optional regular 
8. N"oting that the co~~tee .. breakfast, and 69 students 
might have some statement !° .... expressed desire for a mandatory 
make at that time, Perry also smd · regular breakfast. 18 additional 
that change is a possibility. He students preferred an unspecified 
further added that the decision change. 
will be based upon committee 
recommendation _ it will not be The freshman class showed the 
greate;.t response with 151 returns 
made arbitrarily. counted. The freshmen expressed 
General response to the survey a 64.2% · preference for change. 
w~s poor. Kuhlman Hall Although they returned few 
representatives, for example, cited questionnaires, 60.9% of the voting 
.Jittle cooperation from students sophomores opted for change. 
despite door to door canvassing. Likewise, 58.6% of the 58 junior 
Response in the other dorms was returns desired a departure. The 
likewise slight. In explaining the tabulation as broken down into 
poor turnout, Perry conjectured: classes is as follows: 
Tabulation by Class 
17 meal plan · 
19 meal plan 
optional continental 
mandatory continental 
regular breakfast mandatory 
regular breakfast optional 
19 mealplan no preference 
Freshmen Sophomores Juniors 
35.7% 38.8%· 41.3% 
' 64.2% 60.9% ~"' 58.6% 
7.2% 
17.2% 
9.9% 
25.5% 
7.2% 
12.2% 
13.3% 
5.5% 
24.4% 
5.5% 
10.3% 
24.1% 
l0.3% 
1(13% 
' 
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Dorm Living.._ _________________ ..._ ____________ -'l 
by JOE MERLING 
The three "special interest" 
groups from Kuhlman, Brockman 
and Husman Halls presented their 
altemative forms of dorm living in 
an open discussion at the F .A.S.T. 
talk held in the grill last Friday 
afternoon. Following a brief 
history and 'philosophy on 
F.A.S.T. talks given by Dr. 
Werner, the three groups each 
expressed in their own way a 
,desire for a more, livable 
environment in the residence 
halss than is presently 
experienced by many dorm 
students. The word "community" 
seems to fit these groups most 
, appropriateiy, but only the 
Brockman group uses the word in 
its name- Christian Community. 
'.l'he two other groups stressed a 
concern with more natural social 
conditions, particularly in terms of 
co-ed floors of interested people. 
Mike Perko stated from his , 
contact with the Experimental 
Community that this type of group 
can be a growing experience and 
fundamental to significant 
change in the whole university 
community. Both students 
presently living on the fourth floor 
Kuhlman and those from outside 
JDIN TH&· 
commented on the achievement of '-:~;;;:;;;;;;;;;iiiiiim..i;;;;;m;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=::=;;:;~;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiie&i!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!~ these community-oriented goals in ii 
the Experimental Community. 
Mention was made of the dangers 
of isolation, but Michele Geraci 
asserted that the community 
members exhibited a friendly 
openness and actively sought the 
good of the larger Xavier 
, r.omm11nity., 
The Husman and Kuhlman 
groups are particularly inte~ested 
in finding people who would like to 
get together with them next year. 
Anyone interested? Please contact 
Dave Noonan of Husman (ff114) 
or Peggy Van Viven of Kuhlman 
(K414). 
The ninl'ly·nnh d May 
ti 
Thel972 
Cincinnati 
May Music 
Festival 
Julius Rudel 
Music Director 
SPECIAL PERFORMANCE 
BY POPULAR DEMAND 
SUNDAY-MAY 21st 
3 :00 p.m. MUSIC HALL 
Maurice Peress, Conductor 
Word Baker, Director 
iPerf ormed for the first time 
anywhere since its World 
1Premiere at the JFK Center. 
SUNDAY MATINEE PRICES 
' Orchestra 8.00/6.00/4.00 
Box Seat 8.00 
Dress Circle /6.60 
Gallery 4.60/3.60 
·Mail orders accepted now 
,and filled in order of re-: 
ieeipt. Please include self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope. 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 
MONDAY, APRIL 2' 
Community Ticket Office, 
29 West 4th St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 46202 
Phone: 2,~,,,,1""·1,,.0"'"'38"---~ 111 
·Learn to be a pilot. 
Flyin yourspare time. 
,· . 
. ·!:{pqq b~~IJg:commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in 
,,,_,, J\lr~g~~:~d'~~i~;;:~~~:i ~~:e::~,;:o:: 
:ft.Hijg.instruction. After one 
:p( training, you will 
rn to vour own home-
(::#.;,f'~llov.· the civilian 
\'i'!.y~u've chosen, and 
ti'tlj your local Air 
·~~senTe unit, dur-
,,f ~~i6'.:~!r :~~ 
Resery.e's U ndero·rad-;~. ,• .. b 
.Je' Pilot Training 
:~~~~;~~f ~~rt~I~: Ill 
land AFB' T~x~s <tC>' /'.· 
attend offi2~~ ffJiri;:::;, 
in g fo r<~:i Wb~·}£§:;,,:\.{'. 
\ AIR FORCE RESERVE 3-sc-42 J 
\ DIRECTORATE OF ADVERTISING (RSAV) / 
\ RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE / 
\ TEXAS 78148 I 
\ I \ Name (please print) Date of Birth I 
\\ I Address 
\ I 
\ City County State Zip I \ I 
\ College Graduation date I 
\\ /I 
', Planned Future Residence // 
',, ,,.,,,,,, 
..... ,,. ......... _______ ___ 
Find yourself flying in the Air Force Reserve. 
get 
L ~ : ~ ~ ~ ;.-~~ ~: ~ ~ - - - - - - - _,. - - - - - .. - - - - - .. - .. - - .... - - - .. - ...... - .... - -• ,• '., ,&..~a*..,-. .. •°' '"' "' .0. I. ., ., 0. 00 ... "'- 4" ,., • .... 4' • ................... ft e ........ & .. "- •• : "' - • f- .. 1" ..... "-' ....... . 
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Movie Review . 
Klute: A Great Actress In A ''Very Bad'' Flick 
by BILL KERWIN 
Although the Oscar award prostitution ~uae only in "iier This is exceptional acting, and 
winnera~consistentlyill-chosen, "partying with Johns" can she be Miss Fonda deserves considerable 
this year I thought the choices the totally unengaged. praise. 
were better than usual; in one manipulator, invulnerable to It's unfortunate that, in spite of 
case I even found inyself (perish emotional(ifnottophysical)pain. Jane Fonda's very good 
the t~oughtl) agieeing with the · · Shem too, creates her professional perfonnance, "Klute" is a very, 
Academy wholeheartedly. I'm personality from the outside. very bad film. The writers, 
· speaking about the choice of Jane Failing in her attempts to become apparently afraid that a careful 
Fonda u "Beat Actress of the an actress, here she can be the psychological · exploration of 
Year,. for ·her portrayal of Bree "greatest actress in the world". character would not make a 
Daniels in "Klute." I was rather Jane Fonda illustrates all this commercial film, added a typical 
suzpriaed at the choice, for hers beautifully by her use of gesture. murder pfot as a palliative for the 
· is not a comfortably cult perfor· In her professional contacts, Philistines. A secret Philistine 
mance; it lacks the electricity of Bree's hands are either completely myself, I would never have 
persoliality that inspires the aver· at rest (on her knee, on the back of objected · to .. such a whodunit 
age movie fan to melt devotedly a couch) or else engaged in some framework if it had been 
(and dutifully) in his seat. It is, deliberately sexual movement. competently handled. But"'Klute" 
rather, a characterization built She is obviously completely in suffers from on of the most inept 
from the outside, by an accumula· control. In contrast, later in the . jobs of plotting I've ever seen. A 
tion of detail, literally clinical in film we see her talking to her few cases in point: 
its psychological precision. B~t, psychiatrist about her l) The murderer is revealed in 
Miss Fonda demonstrates that disturbinglynewfeelingoflovefor the first half hour. 
the words "cold" and "calcula· Klute(DonaldSutherland), and we 
. ting" are not inevitable pairs. begin to realize.how terribly hard 2) Why does the murderer hire 
Although she builds her charac· such control is to attain, and how Klute to investigate? Not for a 
terization from the outside, she desparately she needs it. In trying cover - he's not suspected at all. 
feels it from the inside, with an to describe her very real emotions Besides, he's planning to kill Bree, 
intensity that is moving and com· while still maintaining a so one would suspect he-wouldn't 
pelling. maximum of control, her hands want Klute hanging around. But 
This style of acting is ideally makepainfullyawkwardgestures: he hi.red Klute anyw&Y, just for 
· l t l Id' the sake of the plot. 
·aUit.ed toMissForida's-roleasBree ~ . g~ng Y we ve·~ear-o .s 
Daniels. For Bree is a woman 11D1tation of her favo~te moVIe . 3) Bree, who is abjectly afraid of 
compelled . to engage in star. Her hands, struggling under her prospective murderer, chooses 
· the weight of emotion, fall, finally the precise moment when she 
that the murderer get a crack at 
Bree, and what could be more 
"atmospheric" than a unlighted 
dry cleaning store? 
5) The murd~r has already 
killed two girls, in violently 
sadistic sexual frenzies. And yet 
both deaths are, apparently, 
accepted by .the police as suicides. 
Surely the New York coroner's 
office is a little more competent 
than that. 
6) The murderer is forced to kill 
·one of his buaineas colleaps, who 
hears the screams of a beaten 
. prostitute, and tries to come to her 
rescue. The murderer only tells us 
about this incident, and I must 
admit that the geography of the 
·whole thing remains a bit puzzling 
to me. The murderer is 
characterized a a fastidious, 
repressed business executive, 
concerned with his public image. 
Are we, then, asked to believe that, 
when he goes on business trips to 
New York, he makes assignations 
with prostitutues in his own hotel 
room, and subjeets them to 
sadistic beatings, when his 
business colleap occupies the 
room next to his? Are we asked to 
believe, moreover, that he doesn't 
even lock the door? 
There are a. few other minor 
marble buildinis; the ascent of an 
elevator photographed from a 
camera placement inside the shaft 
(five dreary times in the course of · 
the film he gaves us that particular 
old chestnut!). None of these 
distractions had any thematic 
justification. They merely 
demonstratedPakula's absozption 
with his own minimal technique. 
The only goodjudgementhe shows 
in the entire course of the movie is. 
to let Jane Fonda play all her 
psychiatrist scenes in one-take 
shots. Miss Fonda is therefore not 
interfered with, and these are the 
best scenes in the film. (They 
shouldn't be however. They're 
static, and mediocrely written. 
Character should be revealed to 
the viewers, not merely told to 
them.) 
Donald Sutherland was not in 
top fonn. He gave us his usual two-
tone vocal range, but, for some 
reason, limited his usual four 
facial expressions to one. 
In short, if you enjoy a good 
actingperfonnance, and you don't 
care particularly about film· 
making, I would advise you to see 
"Klute." Otherwise - well, its 
depends upon whether you seek to 
achieve the maximum of pleasure, 
or to a_y~~d t~~ minimum of pain. defeated, to her breast like two knows she is most in danger to go 
small, crushed animals. And Bree out, unescortt!(i, to visit her 
seems to close up like a paper doll. psychiatrist. inconsistencies, but I think that .-----------..... 
Learn 
Sport Parachuting 
Rising Sun, 
Indiana Airport 
SATURDAY 
SUNDAY 
and 
HOLIDAYS 
891-5759 
--· 
YOU'RE PLAYING WITH FIRE 
WHEN YOU_BUY A DIAMOND 
But you're 11fe with u1. Our bu1lne11 11 
baaed on earning and keepln1 cu1tomer confidence 
••• and a love of diamond1. We'll give 
you the very flne1t for your money. In1truct you 
In the art of diamond buyln1. Show you 
how a fine diamond break• Upt Into "fire," So 
tru1t tn ut. You'll never be burned •. 
o,.. ..... c ... A ....... , 
..... , ... , 1N4lt ....... .... 
< ~ I< ·1· / 
FINE .11-:w1-:1~S 
........ Clllll lllTll I UCI 
• llECHMONT MALL I WALNUT HILLS 
ALL COVIN&TON I H~cf3:,~ MALL I MILFOID 
• WISTEIN WOODS MALL NOIWOOD 
ll•t .... ,,.,_ v,M ..... , 'flt. All O,.. ,,_..,'tit 
- . . - . . . ' - . 
4) No finding her psychiatrist at 
the office, she goes to a dry 
cleaning shop · to talk over her 
troubles with the owner ·of the 
will suffice to make my point. Even 
when not dealing with the murder 
plot, the writing is only barely 
competent, and sometimes not 
even that. The lesbian and heroin 
addiction sequences in the film are 
especially heavy handed. 
· store, her only friendly client. He's 
·gone home for the day, but his 
secretary (Jean Stapleton), who 
has never seen her before, leaves The direction is consistently 
Bree alone in the unlocked store poor· Pakula seems to be 
fascinated with the kind of arty 
after closing time, simplf . so that tricks that were outdated thirty 
Bree can make a phone call. Of , 
course such conduct is years ago: face~ photographed as 
inconceivable but it's necessary re.fleeted m nurrors, plate glass 
. ' . ! wmdows, . the glossy surfaces of 
the college of 
mount st. Joseph 
\\)\1 
• 91ve 
to the 
march 
of Dimes 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER 
robert canoll 
paullne flWClerlck 
orvllle freem.n 
wllllMI J. good• 
mlch•I h1nlngton 
roger hll11111n 
J•ny hlrteh ' 
henn111 klhn 
Cl*'" olda 
v11nceplCUrd 
earl alokn 
••rl ubell 
lleWlr.I Udlll 
to.r lnforniatlon c1H: 244-4200 
-
-
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The News will not publish letters which violate 
charity and good taste. Letters containing objection-
able sections will not be printed in whole or in 
part. Because of space limitations, the News will 
not ordinarily publish letters in excess of 500 words. 
Letters will not be published unless they have been 
signed by the writers. If a Writer wishes his name 
withheld, the editors will comply. 
Recognition and Gratitude 
Editor: 
We, the undersigned, would like to tip our hata in 
recognition and graditude to a concerned educator: Dr. 
Kronenberger. Completely on his own initiative, he invited 
five senior psychology majors to meet with him weekly for 
the entire academic year to disCU88 student-relevant issues 
in psychology. He reserved a time slot, that usually went 
from one to two hours a week, inorder to make us more 
aware of the situation in graduate school, the profession in 
psychology and theintriciacies therein. Dr. Kronenberger 
has welcomed us in to his own home, and has taken ua to an 
out-of-state psychology convention, while covering all 
cost. There has been no benefits ~rectly received by Dr. 
Kronenberger for his eft'orta other than the satisfaction a 
concerned and ·senaitive individual receives from 
enlightening and inspiring his students. 
We only hope that these noble efforts put forth by Dr. 
Kronenberger may serve u an inapiring example to all 
dedicated educators. 
St.eve Beck 
Don Capannari 
Dan Cox 
Jim Einhaua 
Jerry Tenbrunael 
··············~··~···~···--··········· fA1tttiial 
Intentional Fallacy 
The Xavier News is fervently dedicated to 
the promulgation of truth and dispatch of 
falsity on all levels that pertain to the 
university, wherever and whenever they may 
be discovered. Certain rumors have permeated 
this campus from the corners of the Grill even 
to the Inner Sactum of Marion Hall. To these 
the lover of all that is correct may only cry 
those unforgetable words of Thomas de 
Quincey, "Lies! Lies! Lies!" 
The following slanders are clearly just that. 
It is not true that Xavier's Maintenance 
Department are the most frantic defendents of 
the Puritan work ethic on campus. It is not true 
that the Student Affairs Office embodies all 
that is releventand useful on Xavier's campus. 
It is not true that a hoard of drunken Muskies 
is the worst possible fate to mee~ on a SatUrday 
night. It is not necessarily true· that a varsity 
football player is a poorer conversationalist on 
certain topics than an H.A.B. It is not true that 
all philosophy teachers speak with pristine 
clarity. It is not true that Xavier's theatre 
group can never be heard. It is not true the 
Dean of Women's position is pointless, as long 
as there is a Dean of Men. It is not true that the 
faculty always knows what it is doing, nor that 
the administration never knows what it does. 
That Ms. is the thirteenth letter of a bee's 
alphabet is false. That all . · of Xavier's 
librarians are incompetent and rude is clearly 
false, and so is· the opinion that all Xavier 
students could care less. That the college of 
art.a and sciences could get along vPthout the 
business college, the graduate sch(,..Jl, varsity 
sports and other such realities of the real world 
is yet to be proven. Nor can the opinion that all, 
students wish they weren't be shown 
unanimous. 
The Xavier News is published during tne school 
year except during vacation .and examination 
periods by Xavier University, Hamilton County, 
Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. $5.00 per year. 
Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at 
the Post .. Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act 
of March 3, 1879. Letters should be addressed to 
the Editor and mailed to the News in care of the 
Xavier University Center. 
·Foreign Correspondent?. 
Editor: 
Vietnam is a tired issue. It is interesting to find someone 
who thinks the United States has not defended the corrupt 
South Vietnamese government long enough. Mr. 
Heleringer should (unless he has a physical deferment) 
support his convictions and enlist for active duty in 
Vietnam immediately. 
This would eliminate any accusation of hypocrisy. It 
could become an educational experience for the University 
as well; Mr. Heleringer could continue to write articles for 
the paper directly from Vietnam. Now how many school 
have a real fighting reporter on the other side of the world? 
John C. Kolbe 
Pure And Simple 
Editor: 
In his letter to the Editor in the May 3 iuue of the Xavier 
News, Jim Condit, Jr., uked the earth-shaking question 
why the Xavier Newa Editorial presented Father 
O'Connor aa an avid member of the Cincmnatians United 
for Good Schools. I wonder if the very simple answer ever 
occured to him. The News presented Father. O'Connor 88 
ali avid member of the Cincinnatians United for Good 
Schools becauaeFatherO'Connoris an avid member of the 
Cincinnatians United for Good Schools. Peace. Keep your 
sense of humor. 
Editor: 
Cordially, 
Reverend Paul L. O'Connor, S.J. 
A Misunderstanding 
Thank you for including my letter which you entitled 
"Flagrant and Unpardonable" in your May 3rd issue. My 
father later read the letter and advised me that I made a 
statanent in the letter which was not correct, the result of a 
misunderstanding on my part. I fully retract the following 
sentence in the middle of paragraph #2: "Our Provost toled 
him (my father)thathe and Fr. O'Connor would stay away 
from the meetings of Cincinnatians United for Good 
Schoola." My apology to the Provost, Fr: O'Connor and the· 
readers for this misunderstanding. ·· · · 
_ . . . .. . Jim Condit Jr. 
•••.• .. ··································. 
Response Sought 
A recent proposal put to Academic Council 
For The "Anti-Jock" 
Editor: 
The sentiment of" a certain anti-football element on 
campus became apparent last semester, when the Xavier 
News printed a letter by one of Xavier's "anti-jocks", 
concerning the menu of the "Muskies' Bourgeois Jocks!" 
Well, the News has once more become a vehicle for this 
kind of thinking. The time has come to answer these 
attacks on football and the players. 
For the "anti-jock" who still thinks the football team 
dines in grand style, I would gladly invite him to all 11 of 
our pregame meals, which are the only times we eat steaks, 
on the condition.that he would reciprocate, by joining the 
football team every night after practice for the three 
months of the season, to delight in the consumption of the 
evening dinner "picked-overs." We get what the rest of the 
student body didn't eat or didn't want. Oh yes, we do eat 
Royally!?! · 
Mr. Sadowski's account "Idiots take 'AA' I.M. Title," I 
feel, is an indirect attack on football and the players at 
Xavier. Why? At the out set of the article he set the 
neptive tone, with lines such 88 " ••• the Idiots - almost 
all of whom are members of the football team'', (when in 
fact only 4 of 10 are football players). Mr. SadQwski was 
slyly setting the stage for his "Knife in the Back", "Now-
if only both winners could do u well on the football field as 
they did on the basketball court." I feel that this is 
definitely a misplaced remark and, in truth, a type of 
editorial comment that is not found in good journalism. 
After this latest attack in .the New• my only hope is that 
soon the "anti-jocks" can adopt the enthusiastic optimism 
that the manbers of the '72 varsity squad are living. I 
think now is an opportune time to adopt this optimism, 
and show it by having a full house for the Spring Game. 
Remember, you only lose when you quit trying. As long 
as you're trying, you can still win. Coach Checcini and his 
'72 squad are trying. 
Bob Goodhart 
Deep Appreciation 
Editor: 
I would like to express through the Xavier News our 
deepest appreciation to the Jesuit Fathers, the staff and 
the students of the University for their kindness and 
thoughtfulness in having the Memorial Mass last 
Wenesday for Jo. 
Both Bridget and I will always remember it. 
Thank you, 
J~ and Bridget McCafferty 
XAVIER NEWS 
Dennis C. King 
Edit.or-in·Chief 
Bill Quinn 
Managing Editor 
seeks to abolish the present 1:30 free period 
which presently serves as the sole time slot for 
presentations and activities which do not 
conflict with class schedules. The reason for 
the proposal is a reasonable one -ie. some 
classes, especially labs, could begin earlier and 
avoid going on into the late aftemoon hours. . .ACADEMIC EDITOR ......................... Jim Kelly 
NEWS EDITOR ; ....................... Frank Landry 
However, th~ benefit gained by such an · SPORl'S EDITOR ........................ Tim Teahan 
abolishment m11ht well be outweighed by CIRCULATION MANAGER ................ Mike Ward 
the educational opportunities ·:missed by PRODUCTION MANAGER ........... Nancy Cosgrove 
students who have classes scheduled for SECRETARY ............... .' ...... Colleen McCormick 
this time period. It also appears doubtful CARTOONIST ........................ Marianne Moran 
that many commuters would remain on COLUMNISTS ........ Steve Goodman, Bob Heleringer 
PH<Yl'OGRAPHERS ....... Frank Abate, Steve Kunath, 
campus for prol!'amil and forums which · Gary Kollm 
·are pushed ahead until 2:30. REPORTERS .......... Melanie Domanski; Pat Gordon, 
Students, especially commuters, should -"ve John Lechleiter, John O'Brien, Jack Petre, 
e• Rick Sadowski, Milton Sprowl 
It may notbetruethatlong-rangeshotgun serious .thought. to thi~ issue and infonn BUSINESS MANAGER .................... Jack Je~re 
blast.a always miss the mark. · . . . . . . , , .~cad~1c Council of thel? stand. . FINANCIALADVISOR ........... Mrs. Mary ~u Gist 
·--~-.-~--··::~:~:~~:::~:~~-~:~:.~~~:~:.:~.-~.':.:~~.:~ ....... -.L-~-~.~~~.: ... ~._~;&_~ .. ~:~: ..... ~:: .... -,J L.~·~'~'~·~'.~~:~:~~~,:~~:., .. _ ~·~ .. -. .'~:~ ...... ~-. ·.-.--. ~~.Q.:~~---... -~~DE~~~~.' : .. ~ ... · : '.. ·.· .' ~~: ~~'°.8.: ~.' ~a.~~~~·- S.J ... , . 
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;Experimental Course Has Limited Success 
In the September-January 
semester of this year, Dr. Beigel 
offered his long-expected 
experimental course on the 
literature of Herman HeBBee in 
translation. Discussions with 
several of the students who 
completed the Hesse course give 
the impression of a dream run 
. amuck. 
Initially, the class enrollment 
was intended to he limited to 
approximately ten students to 
insure a close communication with 
the teacher, similar to the seminar 
system. Eager student response, 
however, soon increased the num-
ber to over thirty. Dr. Beigel's 
idea sought to remove all 
traditional academic restrictions 
and allow more active student 
participation. Classes were held 
twice a week in the cellar of the 
Pied Piper; attendence was not 
enforced; not tests were given, and 
the individual student's study was 
· taken for granted. This is what 
'happened: 
The Pied Piper's cellar has been 
converted into a coffee-house for 
students, and as such is, according 
to tradition, dimly lit. It can he cold 
in the winter and dinghy, which do 
not always offer the best study 
conditions. The first lesson 
leamed was to move classes 
upstairs to the front parlor; some 
thought the overly efficient Alter 
classrooms did not seem to sterile 
after all. 
so odd, that many of the students 
felt they leamed most when they 
were relatively forced to produce 
something. They actually did their 
work and gained some satisfaction 
in the achievement. 
Blake once write that "To know 
enough is to know too much." 
Perhaps, Xavier's German 
department has learned more 
about experiments than the 
students did about Hesse; even 
this is an achievement. Next 
semester, Xavier's modem and 
classical language departments 
are offering several courses on the 
great non-English authors in 
translation. The value of studying 
literature should need nd defence. 
Hopefully, old mistakes will not be 
repeated, and new ideas will he 
encouraged, investigated and 
tried. 
The assumption of self-
discipline by students in a class 
with over thirty bodies to hide 
behind must he recognized as a 
mistake. Self-motivation is seldom 
found when it is not individually 
requested. As a result, class 
disc~ljli<,m suffered because the 
students were at many different 
levels of completed work. Dr. 
Beigel sought to fill the gap with 
lectures . that showed his own 
enthausiasm and careful research, 
yet tried to remain low-key. But a 
certain disillusionment had 
already set in among most 
students; they would or could not 
rally themselves, and Dr. Beigel's 
ideas was never to force them. · 
Many students ··foood the later 
classes tediously boring, which 
might be the' necessary 
Doppelga'nger of the "low-key" 
.... -----------------------------------1--;.pproach, · but they did ·not 
th~eel ves contribute all that they 
could have; any blame must be 
shared. 
TWO FABULOUS SWIMMING POOL 
MEMBERSHIPS THIS SUMMER 
FOR STUDENTS!! 
Two Fabulous Swimming Pool 
Memberships This Summer For Studen~s ! ! 
THE MANOR HOUSE-LINK COMPLEX POOL 
. . 
·Opens May thru September, 1972 .. :. 
Open 10 a.m. to dark 7 days a week. 
SHOWERS ..• ~ GRILL AREA ... LOUNGES. 
Only $25 for season. Call Mrs. Grube, 731-6506 or 731-6215. 
At 3853 Ledgewood Drive along Victory Parkway, 
adjoining XU Campus. 
Manot House 35.000 Gallon· "idnev pool with Palm~ 
THE VERNON MANOR SWIM 8t BEACH CLU.B 
-Opens May thru September, 1972. Private lockers, showers, 
Cocktails & Food at poolside; Open daily except Mondays. 
. Free Parking. Hawaiian Luau, Guests $1 per day. . 
Season Membership for students 20% discount -. $40 season. 
· Vemon Manot 50 ,000 gallon pool. ~t 400 Oak St. 
Call Mr. Mike Anderson, Pool Manager, 281-3300 or on ~U ~ampus. 
. FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE. CALL 0'1 WAITE 
M•n•ger. VERNON MANOR HOTEL 
OAK AND BURNET ; ,',:i •\,\l•'.i° '., ,;· 
Only a research paper of 15 
pages or more was required 
beyond the five novels of the 
original syllabus (and it became 
the principle criterion for grading 
as clau attendence became more 
more ha.Phazard). It is odd, or not Dr. Alfred Beisel 
SUMMER STUDEN.TS 
OXFORD APARTMENrs 
IS.NOW RENTING APTS. AT 
SUMMER RATES 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
AIR CONDITIONED-PARKING-LAUNDRY 
ALSO RENTING FOR FALL AND WINTER 
OXFORD STUDENT APTS. 
1005 DANA AVE. 
SEE DAN LAI-APT. 18-281-0689 or 231-2844 
Apartrnents 
3646 Woodford 
EFF. - $ 7i~ 
1BR - 101. 
2BR - 126. 
• All Utilities Included 
·1' • Unfurnished 
phone:221-2787 
• Equipped Kitchens 
• No Single .undergrads 
INTERNATIONAL JOBS 
. Europe, South America, Asia, Australia, U.S.A . 
. Openings In all fields - Social Sciences, BuslneS9', 
i Sciences, Engineering, Education, .etc. Alaska 
construction and pipeline work. Earnings to $500 . 
weekly. Summer or permanent. Paid exp~nses,. · 
bonuses, travel. Complete current information -
only. $3.00. Money back guarantee. Apply early 
for best opportunitles - write .now!!! 
International Employment 
Box 721-X 13 
Peabody, Massachusetts .. 01960 
(Not an employment agency) 
. . 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 41219 . _ . ~ ~ : : .){. ~--------~2~.(~,_.:..._~~--.::.::.:.:.. .... ~--------..... ...:;.;;.;.;.;;.;~~·,. •..•.•.•.• -.• ·-··--·········~·tt.i·•········--------------------------··1111ii.-.-.------------..... """""'~~~~'~'· 
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National Union ofStudents Travel 
Service, Inc. 
30 E. 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017 
Dept. 39 
Name--------
Street-------~-
NICE BUNCH 
Their debit albull ·includes their hit, 
"Don't Want To Say Goodbye!' 
f / 
·-~- ........ -...... ,, ...... .. J ... ··" .......... ········ ,, .... ·--··-·· -
1 Brushed 
DENIMS 
VERY DEFINITELY 
GEAR BOX® 
Put a kicky new look into 
your jeans wardrobe with 
brushed cotton denim I 
Belt loop tops-f I are bot-
toms-Western or cargo 
pockets. Five 911eat col-ors: tan, blue, o ve, bur-
gundy and brown. Sizes 
28-38. $7 and $8 
Richman 
. a"OTH&AS 
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Costell:o~:Zeno Set Pace For New Senate 
. •,' •:~-- . . 
',, ·.:: '•. -· .. 
Editor's Note: The platform of newly-elected St~entB{;d/ · degree, must increase its staff size (presently one member. 
Pr'!"ide"!, Dan Costello, and Vice-Presi"!nt, Tom ~nq, .~ . This goal could h;e immediately re~ized if the newl.Y hired 
bem11 printed here not only for the benefit of those~rsonil graduate Corrections Professors will also teach Sociology. 
who !'id not take the opportunity to read it prior to tf&e·:.· . Student input concerni1111 the faculty should be elec~wlfB, but also fo~ !he be~fit o~ those who like to be .. jncreased. Within each department student-faculty 
reminded of the pnonties which their leaders have set for committees should advise in the hiring of new faculty 
themselves. members. The now mandatory faculty evaluations should 
ACADEMIC 
The entire structure of the core curriculum must be 
scrutinized for revision and experimentation. A liberally 
educated student is conversant with all aspects of human 
be published and be made available to the student body. 
Each faculty member should be permitted to add questions 
to his particular evaluation if he feels the necessity .. 
Evaluations of administrators by the faculty should also 
be established. 
civilization. However, such a familiarity can be effectively A Faculty Sabatical Program should be established. 
·developed without the course restraints now i~posed by Sabaticals should be offered to permit faculty the 
the core curriculum. Students should be permitted more necessary time to participate in programs to iniprovetheir 
diversity and freedom of choice in developing individual teaching and know ledge of their field. This will attract and 
cores which respond to the particular interests, desires, retain the high quality professor required by the 
and abilities of each student. university. 
Such revision could be achieved by the implementation. Library service should be expanded. Library hours 
of new majors, more experimentation, alternate ho11-0rs should be extended especially before exam periods, during 
programs, and a vastly improved counseling prog~~m. weekends, and during holiday periods. 
Majors should be developed ~or studies IN t~e Hum~mties, SOCIAL 
Social Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Busmess·Sc~ences. The social calendar for the first semester should be 
Such majors would permit the student to develop broadly established by September 1 althnugh additions may be 
based areas of study including several departments · desirable. In past years the social atmosphere at Xavier 
instead of one. The success of the "Revolt Against has failed to provide for students' needs. This resulted 
Fonnalism" and experimental courses in Metaphysics from inadequate planning over the spring and summer 
indicates the feasibility and advantages · of course months. This year the spring and summer months will be 
experimentation in other areas. An alternate Honors utilized in preparing a comprehensive calendar presenting 
Program should be made available to able students who a varied infonnative, and enjoyable social atmosphere. 
while not proficient in the classics, who wish the added Speaker~. symposiums, movies, and concerts will be 
challenges and benefits of an Honors Program. The int.egrated into a whole designed to make the Xavier 
academic counseling program must be expanded to be · campus a worthwhile living situation. 
adequate for these new programs let alone the prese.nt COMMUTERS 
ones. The presence of one counselor for ~he . en~ire 
undergraduate student body is a disgrace to an mstttubon 
dedicated to personal and academic development through 
higher education. 
The Fine Arts and Sociology Departments should 
expand both in their course and faculty size. Presently the 
Fine Arts Department lists. two two-semester courses 
taught by a two member staff. The Fine Arts department 
should be expanded to permit the acquisition of a degree. 
Such a step will require academic wwell as workshop 
programs. The department of Sociology, which does offer a 
Lack of commuter involvement has hampered 
development in every area at Xavier. Although many 
commuters have valid reasons for their uninvolvement 
such as job and family committments, too many 
commuters who would be active are not. This situation 
must be remedied, and thus we are especially interested in 
working with commuters throughout the upcoming year. 
Every effort will be made to facilitate commuter 
involvement at all levels of student activities and 
government. 
DORMS 
Dorms should move toward autonomy. This process 
must be accompanied by increased responsibility in the 
donns. One step in this process would be the establishment 
of individual donn judicial boards which assume and 
execute responsibility for dorm disciplinary matters. 
Study wi1111s, typi1111 rooms, and lounge areas should be 
established in each dorm. Effective study and social 
conditions in the dorms are lacking and should be 
established on a wi1111 basis to insure an adequate study 
atmosphere. Typing rooms should also be designated an 
· such wings. Each floor should develop a lounge area 
available to group meetings and individual relaxation. 
Requests from groups of students to occupy wings or 
floors should be given highest priority. The successful 
community development such situations foster in 
advantageous not only to the participating students but 
also the donn at large. 
RINGDAY SALE! SAVE $4.50 
.TIME: 
8 a.m. 'till 8:30 p.m. on May 11th. 
DATE: May 11 and 12 
8 a.m. 'till 4 p.m. on· May 12th. 
PLACE: XAVIER BOOKSTORE 
DEPOSIT: $8.00 $/IE/I/Al '1.111111/ll#MT 
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Muskies Split Twin Bill 
by PAT GORDON 
With the bu• loaded in the run-producing fifth inning. Short- battling ·to take over the· lead, 
bottom of the fifth inninl( and Stop Dave Dempsey led the fifth halted the game, resulting in a 
the Thundering Herd of off with a singele, followed by Bearcat victory. The Muskies 
Manhall Uni"'8rsity on top by Center-Fielder Mark Knetlin's registered on the scoreboard in the . 
a 11Core 8-3, catcher Larry double; Jack Strietmarter drew a sixth inning on a double by short-
Lipps 811lahed a double in walk, and Dave Dempsey scored stop Dave Dempsey scoring 
straight away center to lead on a sacrifice by Cagney. The second baseman Don Jostworth. 
the Musketeers to a 8-7 bases were cleared when llpps In the seventh inni.ng; with the 
decision over Marshall in the smashedadoublescoringKenflin, score 4-1, a double off the bat of 
ftnt 11ame of a double header. Streitmarter, and Oberhelman. Dennis Oberhelman, scoring 
The Marshall wasted no time in Huwer crashed a single scoring catcher John Phillips, and a single 
getting to starting pitcher Mike Lipps to finish the run productive by third' baseman Brad Graff 
inning. " scoring Oberhelman, was the end Bolger as they accounted for four 
ew1 p to 'Y. Frank Abetp 
Larry Lippe, Xavier's catcher, is caught at third by an alert 
third bueman. 
runs and three hits in the first The second game saw a five of the scoring rage, as the inning 
inning. It wasn't until the fourth inning no-hitter by Don endedbecausetherainscame. The 
inning that the Muskies could Schwegman go up in smoke in the · Bearcats invade Xavier this 
,register on the scoreboard and did sixth inning and later developed in Saturday. 
so by scoring two runs on three his first lost of the season. A forth May 2 - Ohio University 
hits. After Right Fielder Dick inning home run by Dick Cagney 
C d b ball d was the only run. producing A seven inning pitching agney rew a ase on s an offense that the Muskies could performance by Jim ·Bath and 
advanced to second on a single by clut.ch hitting performance by 
Coach Initiates 
New Programs 
Left.Fielder Delllll8' Oberhelm .. n, muster throughout the extra 
.. · · l h M hall tied th right fielder Dick Cagney in the Lipp8hl'tas1'naJescon'ngCa ...... y. mmng c 88 • · are e ki 
·- ... - · th 'xth · · d 'th tenth inning enabled the Mus ·es After a mix-up on the bases game m e si mmng an wi (producing an out), third base-man two on and two outs in the bottom to beat Ohio University 3-2 in The annual intra-squal spring 
Geoff Huwer scored Lip"" by . of the eighth inning, Larry Athens. Bath gave up two runs, B game will have a new twist this 
means of a double. ,,.. Verbage of .the Herd ended the . hits, struck out two, and walked year. Head Coach Tom Cecchini 
struggle with a home run. one. Bath was relieved in the has planned a series of sessions in 
The Herd came right back to seventh inning by Don the Universit.Y Center Theatre 
score two more runs in the bottom WEEK IN REVIEW Schwegman, who eventually prior to the contest, designed to 
oftheinningtosetthesta~fora May lUC In the bottom of the pi~ed up his fourth win of the acquaint the university 
seventh irini with the Muskies season. .. community with the differnt 
I I aspects of football and to build a positive spirit towards football. .Today, the third of these lee·rn/·Sport. ·Parachute seBBionswillbeheldat1:30p.m.in r.. . . . l the theatre. The Student Senate 
· · · • ~ · • · • . : President, along with members of · 
Riatng Suo nd1ana Alrpol'f: the Senate, will introduce the 
ti · · : entire football team to the whole 
SATURDAY· . Xaviercommunity. 
' , • Tomorrow and Friday, from 
SUNDAY. noon until 1 p.m., explanations of 
· .,, .' ·and the basics of football will be given; 
. 
·;HOLl.DA .. YS . ~ equipment used will be shown; 
..,,r plays explained, and films of 
New• photo k Abete . · •. 5759 practice sessions will be shown to The ~reten&, Intramural Baeketball 'A' Champs. BOttom . 11!9 - illustrate what the team 'YJll be 
row: Tom Bazzoli, Jack Moyer, Bill Bril(ge, and Paul Smith. trying to do during the season. 
Top row: Ralph Tlllow, Tom Vojtech, Kevin Mirande, Ken Thesesessions,whichareformen, 
Bires and owner Jim Anderson. ._-----------.J. will be on a more advanced level 
than earlier ones, which were held 
for .women on· Monday and 
alovin· 
glassful 
Tuesday, on the assumption that 
most men know some of the basics 
of the game. 
The week will be ell.mazed 
on Saturday with the annual 
Blue and White Scrimmase. · 
Coachln• the White Team will 
be University President Rev. 
Paul L. O'Connor, usisted by · 
Virl(il. Carter, Cincinnati 
Bensal quarterback and 
in.tructOr. in marke&ins at 
Xavier. · · · · ·· · · 
TheBlueTum·Wili bePided 
by Jamee Fite~~ Prftident of 
the Xa'Vier Dad's Club. Hie 
auietant will be Dan 
Abramowicz, a 1987 Xavier 
l(l'aduate, who now plays with 
. the New Orleans Saint.. 
The game will be a straight four-
quarter regulation contest except 
for kick-offs, which were scrapped 
because of the high amount of 
injuries that occur as a resUlt of 
them. The offensive team will start 
the game on the 30.yard line. 
Cecchini hopes that the week 
will infect everyone on campus 
with enthusiasm for the 1972 
football season, inject his players 
with the knowledge that they will 
be supported by the University, 
and begin the emotional 
conditioning that, with their 
present physical abilities, will 
bring them a winning season in 
the fall. · 
Gametime is 3:30 p.m. tJris 
Saturday, May 13, so come out and 
see what the new coach has done 
with his team . 
New Head Football Coach 
Thomas A. Cecchini and his staff 
will sponsor a program from May 
8th to the 12th to inform, answer 
questions, and introduce the 
playem and his new program to 
students. Coach Cecchini stated 
that he "no longer wants X.U. 
football to be alienated from the 
student body" and "would like to 
incorporate as much stUdent 
involvement in his new program 
as possible." The program is 88 
follows: 
Wednesday, May 10 - Everyone 
invited! 
1:30in the theatre. 
Introduction of X.U.'s 1972 
football team, film of the Bowling 
Green, game and a· question and 
answer period. 
Thunday andFriday-Ev~ne 
welcome! 
12 a.m. to 1 p.m. in X's theatre. 
A more in deapth look at the new 
program . 
· Everyone is urged to attend and 
bring the winning spirit back to 
Xavjer! 
ROTC SponsorsOrienteering :Meet 
- ~ --
;_ ~-:.:._:;·:~ ·,.,. ... ~ .. _ ..... _ .......... _ .... -.-... -·.--·--. .., -"' ... --_ .. -,. -•.'P.• .. • .. •- ·-........................ ~·-·- ._._._::-......... ·-·-·--~--. --~ ~ .• -.. ~ _;_;;~;; .. ~~-~--~~-::~:-::::-.. ~::-:~·~;;;.~~ •. J 
On Saturday, May 13, the Xavier 
University Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps will hold an 
Orienteering Meet at Mt. Airy 
Forest. Orienteering is a 
competitive sport that challenges 
an individual's ability to locate 
specified points on" th'e' ground 
through the use of a map and a 
compass. .,.,. '••'{~· 
.-•.,:..·· .. 
each team's scorecard. Through 
the use of its compass and map, 
each team tries to orient itself to 
the actual terrain and make its 
way from station to station as fast 
as possible. 
Although not widely known in 
the United States, orienteering is 
an. olympic sport and one 
extremely popular in Europe. The 
U.S. Army has recently begun 
using orienteering trainill&' as an 
· ideal way of teaching soliders the 
practical application of map 
reading. . 
Competing in two-man teams, 
participants run through a two-
hour course and attempt to find as 
many designated control stations 
as poBBible. These stations are pin-. 
point.eel on the ma.,S~'that . each 
team receives and are assigned The meet at Mt. Airy Forest will 
certain ·point values that very begin at 9:00 A.M. and last 
directly with the difficulty approximately two and half hours. 
involved in reachi~g th~ ~tation. The competition is open to all 
Each station consists of'a panel Xavier students. For more 
marker suspended from a tree with infonnation, stop in St. Barbara 
an attached. punch instrument Hall or call the Military 
that ·Jt!akes a distinctive mlll'k on Department, 853-8646. • . 
•• fJ~ ...... ~ ............ ~.~·~·~•":.• ..... --:.:..:•~·-:·~·:·~-.:.:.: • .._ ..... :.:.;.-:.~·~·'":,,'":•"'Jt7•'7.•'":~~·7•":.•:S:•~,' 
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STUDENT 
LOANS 
Forum 
NO INTEREST AND NO 
REPAYMENTSJB(fjL. 
AFTER Q9''1DUA'f fON. (Vietnam, Sumfu~~.'!.72) Ronald Ziegler, Nixon's preili secretary 
and int.erpreter' lielil ·. a newa 
conference today to UJ)Jain recent 
surprising developments in 
Vietnam. 'l'he lively exchange 
~l~.followa: Press: Mr. Ziegler •. 
' 
WEARE NOT A 
LOAN COMPANY . 
CALL 821-7739 
se11c111am. 
a· 
S\•Jeet 
5urprlM 
FTD sweet surprise, 
U1U1lly 1v1ll1bl1 for fllil~ 
l111th1n ··~-
When you'd like to bethere 
and can't, let Mom know 
y'ou haven't forgotten 
Mother's Day. Send her a 
Sweet Surprise by FTD. 
But send It early. Place 
your order today. FTD will 
send a beautiful Mother's 
Day bouquet in a bright 
and happy, imported cer-
amic watering pitcher to 
your Mom almost anywhere 
in the U.S. or Canada. 
FTD sweet surprlse'2 
Or send M.om a hardy, green 
and growing plant ... some· 
thing she'll cherish year 
'round. The plant in .the Im· 
ported watering pitcher is 
usually available for less than 
· .... 
•Aa ·,n lnd1pt1ndent buslne11m1n, Heh 
FTD Mamber Florl1t set• hll own prlc11. 
© 1172 Florl1ta' TranJworld Delivery A• 
aoclatlon. 
ROBERT DURBAN, '42 
ADRIAN FLOWER SHOP 
CIJFTON AVENUE AT LUDLOW 
· Phone: 861-4232 
DURBAN'S GREENHOUSES 
"Flowera For All Occasions" 
533· McALPIN A VENUE 
Phone: 861-7866 
, - '"'·", ., o .. "'·",. • , ., ••,.•·" .. I>#' .. r,,., • ~ - I., .I._ lo> 11' .I,•.' 4' .._~" ..... ._I> o• • • f• •• ,_ - •' < 
Steve Goodman 
Trade, Anyone? 
can you explain why President Russian tanks, thousands of 
Nixon recently said that the U.S. Chinese guns, several Russian 
cannot abandon North Vietnam? MIGS, scores ofRussians advisors 
Ziegler: Well, it goes like this. and more rice than we can use. 
Months ago, during the height of , Press: What happened then? 
the North Vietnamese invasion, Ziegler: Well for one thing ARVN 
the ARVN, aided by our advisors, ·troops kept forgetting where they 
hatched a plan to invade North were. Tanks were boobytrapped, 
Vietnam. So we waited until our Allied troops accidentally shot, 
intelligence sources reported most many of our camps · were 
ofN. Vietnam's army in the South. napalmed, and to top it off, the air 
· then,onecloudynight,wedrop.,eci force bombed Haiphong harbor 
· ARVN paratroopers in the North, and Hanoi before it remembered · 
and shipped the rest of the army · that those were now ours. When 
into Haiphong harbor, and began the same thing started happening 
a protective invasion. The in the South, the world got a little 
campaign was a great success, and suspicious. The president thought 
. ARVN succeeded in capturing the it wise to let on what was 
harbor, Hanoi and most of the happening, so he went on TV and 
countryside. begged America not to abandon 
Presa: Then why wasn't Vietnam North Vietnam to the 
unified immediately? Communists. When Sen. 
Ziegler: You see, a funny thing Fullbright announced that Mr. 
happened. While ARVN was up Nixon was "loco," we decided to 
North the communists took make everything perfectly clear, to 
Saigon, the Delta, and most of coin a phrase. 
South Vietnam. Press: How will therestofthework 
Press: You mean they just traded react, do you think? 
places? Ziegler: Who knows? We're still not 
Ziegler: Sort of. sure how we;re reacting. 
Pre88: What did the U.S. do then? Everyone's all mixed up. 
Ziegler: Well, the first problem was Pre88: Will this affect the military 
what to call the two Vietnam&. It situatiotl. now? · 
seemed kinda funny to call South Ziegler: Well, .it sort of makes 
Vietnam North Vietnam, and vice- Vietnamization look rather silly, I 
versa, because well you know. So suppose. One ·of our generals 
they toyed with the idea oJ remarked that this is what we 
changing the names altogether, to should've expected when we 
Thieyland, Minhland, or turned the war over to South, er, 
Gookland (Spiro's idea) but being North, er ARVN. 
a conservative administration, Press: Would you say that the, uh, 
they decided not to. Then someone Thieu people have gained an 
had the idea to keep the whole advantage in the Ho Chi Minh 
iDvasion se~et, to keep the world Trail? 
thinking that the status quo Ziegler:YoumeantheNguzen Van 
prevailed. Thieu Trail? Possibly , but you 
Press: How well did that work? see, the ARVN forces are a little 
Ziegler: ~autifully,forawhile. We confused about guerilla warfare 
ended _up with several hundred and they're afraid we might forget 
and send out B-52's to the trail. 
Also, they feel kind of funny about 
going into the South and trying to 
convince the villagers that they're 
trying to liberate them. Makes 
them feel like Viet Cong. 
Press: What about Laos and 
Cambodia? 
Ziegler: Well, we've heard that the 
Communists are going to invade· 
Cambodia to destroy our 
sanctuaries. And Laos, well, 
they're so fed up they couldn't care 
le88. 
Press: What about the Vietnamese 
people? 
Ziegler: What have they got to do 
with this? Nobody's ever asked 
them before. Besides, both sides 
seem contented. The Communists 
like the South because there aren't 
so many bomb craters and the new 
North Vietnamese like the North 
because it's something they've 
won. 
Press: When ia the US getting out? 
Ziegler: When the North's 
Vietnamized; that is South 
Vietnamized - provided the · 
Communists don't North 
Vietnamize the South. 
Press: What's the difference? 
Ziegler: Well, I guess the whole 
mess might just start up again. 
Press: What would the U.S. do 
then? 
Ziegler: We'd have a secret plan to 
end the war. I can't go into 
specifics, but it involves a tidal 
wave and amysteriousepidemicof 
incurable syphillis. 
Press: fs . the Administration 
satisfied with the present 
situation? 
Ziegler: Well, I guess it isn't 
particularly honorable, but then 
it's not a defeat either, so the 
President isn't complaining. 
New Courses Next Year 
.. . 
The Free UniversitJ, which will 
begin next fall, will consist of a 
series of free, non-credited courses 
which will be taught in ·Breen 
Lodge at various times throughout 
the week. These courses, which 
will be taught by students and 
professors, will make use of such 
devices as guest speakers. 
Following . is a list and brief 
description of some of the courses 
to be offered next year. 
Para Psychology - This will be 
a scientific study of psychic 
phenomenon. It will include such 
topics as E.S.P., the afterlife 
(reincarnation), clairvoyance. 
Spanish Conversation - This 
will be a conversation course for 
students who speak Spanish. 
Conversation will center around 
geographical and political 
comparisons between Spanish 
speakiQg. countries and the U.S. 
The Conservative Rationale -
This course will explore various 
concepts and ideas of conser-
vatism. 
Piano - This will consist of 
music tutoring dependent on the 
desires of each individual (music 
lessons, theory, etc.) Lessons for 
piano, organ, violin, viola, guitar, 
and clarinet will be taught. 
Family Weekend Activities 
7:00p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
9:00p.m. 
12:30 a.m. 
l:OOa.m. 
Clef Club Concert 
Band Concert 
Casino & Dance 
(Music by Earl· 
Brafford Orchestra) 
Raffle Drawing 
Dance Ends 
Saturday, May 13, 1972 
11:00 a.m. Ma88 
12:00 noon Brunch 
1:00 p.m. 
3:00p.m. -
5:00p.m. 
5:30p.m. 
Baseball Game 
Spring Intra-Squad 
Football Game 
Freshman Class Dinner 
University Center 
Little Theatre 
University Center 
Little Theatre 
X.U.Armory 
Bellarmine Chapel 
University Center 
Main Dining Room 
X.U. vsU.C. 
Xavier Stadium 
University Ceriter 
Main Dining Room · 
Peace and Nonviolence - This 
will explore the philosophy of life 
which centers around peace and 
nonviolence, and how war affects 
our lives. 
Working With Crafts - Both 
decopage and inacrame will be 
taught. · 
These are just a few of the course 
which the Free University hopes to. 
· offer. Any study dl' teacher who 
would be interested in teaching a 
course in the Free University 
please contact: 
Bill Gray .............. 891-2571 
Michelle Geraci . . . . . . . . 733-4 792 
Peter Caproni .......... 531-1767 
The University Center Film 
Committee is presently planning 
the film program for next year. 
In an effort to become more re-
sponsive to student interests and; 
requests, we are soliciting sug-
gestions for. next year's films. If 
you have a film you particularly 
want to see, ·please fill in the 
blank below, and we will attempt 
to include your film in our offer-
ings. There will be a box at the 
lnfonnation Desk in the Univer-
sity Center in which these forms 
can be placed. 
Please list your choices in order 
of preference: 
3 .. ----------
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CrumlJs • • • • • 
Congratulations to Rev. Paul L. 
O'Connor, S.J., President, who 
was among the recipients of the 
annual "Good Neighbor Award" 
from the Isaac M. Wise Temple on 
Friday evening. Rabbi Albert A. 
Goldman, instructor of theology at 
Xavier, presented the award. Also 
honored were· Sister Jane 
Kirchner, S.M., President of 
Edgecliff College, and Dr. Walter 
Langsam, retired president of the 
University of Cincinnati. 
•.• * • 
. The pole-climbing talents ofone 
daring Xavier stud~nt made it 
possible fol' the Xavier University 
·flag tO fly m'ajestically at the 
Kentucky Derby on Saturday. 
• • • • 
Speaking of the Derby, 
congratulations to Tim Heffern of 
214 Brockman, holder of the 
·winning ticket in the "Case of 
Booze For Derby" raft1e. The 
drBwing was psonsored by Mr. 
Breyer's Thursday evening 
managflllent class, and proceeds 
will go to the JiJJi Agnew Benefit 
Fund. 
A recent Olympic handball 
game between the American and 
West German teams at the Xavier 
fieldhouse will be the first such 
game to be seen on American 
television. WCET-1V,Channel48, 
will broadcast the videotape 
replay this Friday at 10:00 p.m. 
'-J'en Nights In A Bar Room", 
the second production on the . : .~ -.·.Classified Ads 
Showboat Majestic, will run •----------... ------------
• • • • 
\ 
weekends from May 11 through 
May 27. This temperance 
melodrama will feature free beer 
and community singing. Ticket 
information is available at 241-. 6550. . 
Pan American World Airways is . Jud'""'"' &o.:. the )~~Ir on one. 
again offering low youth and .. -... Y-
student fares to Europe this office door in~ Hall, the 
summer. Fares for those aged 12· Physics · Department must be 
through25willaverageabout$200 trying to encourage learning and 
for round trip flights between New provide office security at the same 
York and several European cities. time. The lock can only be opened 
In addition, Pan Am "Back by solving four physics problems 
Packs" will be available for $4.50, (definitely not for beginners) on a 
as well as free "Youth Survival .series ofnl,!z:b:~ b~ttons. 
ROLLING STONE MAGA- SUMMER WORK - I need three 
ZINE - OJ>l!niilgs for on-campus sharp men in my stereo and sew· 
reps., subsd-lption' ·aaies, pro- . ing machine business. Call Mr. 
duct sampling, promotional cam· Jacobus 961·6441. 
paigns. Excellent commissions, · 
Free summer round·trip ticke~ to HELP WANTED - $100.00 
Europe for top salespeople. weekly possible addressing mail 
Write immediately: Rolling Stone . for firms-Full and part time at 
Campus - 78 E. 56th Street, home - Send syamped self-
. New York, New York 10022. addressed envelope to Home 
•100.00 DISCOUNT on the pur· 
chase of any new or used car 
bought from: COLUMBIA OLDS-
MOBILE, JOSEPH CHEVROLET, 
TOYOTA OF CINCINNATI for 
information and appointment call: 
Jerry Whitney, student represen· 
tative on campus, 221-5012. 
Work Opportunities, Star Rt. 2, 
Deming, New Mexico, 88030. 
GRADUATE STUDENT seek-
ing roommate and apartment -
close to campus and reasonable 
for fall. Write Patricia Smith, 
4 Tyrell Avenue, Plattsburgh, 
New ¥ ork 12901 
Kits" containing information on Deaddrunkisacommonphrase, 
travel ~d · lod~g .in E'!'ope. says Highway Safety Director 
Furthe~ mformation is available Pete O'Gmdy _but it's getting to 
by calling Pan Am at (212) 973· · be too common in highway 
4916. accident statistics. Many fatal OPL TheAlch~y;teJiubwillpresent accidents are related to alcohol. SPiii -SUMMH·' II IUI · 
----· --
Dr. Bernard Kahn, Chief consumption, The surest way to LOW COST llPllDAILI. JET. fLllBTS TO IUIOPI. 
Radiological Health Officer of prevent an alcohol-related CHOOSE· flOM MOii TIIAI 50 fUIBTS,. 
Southwestern Ohio, for a slide accident is to refrain from mixing IO·. ·111 LIMIT,• 10 TIMI · llMIT. show and discussion of nuclear driving and drinking. Play safe: If 
• • • • 
power. reactors on Wednesday, · you drive, don't drink! If you drink, · J_;,; ___ lC:!!A~LL~J~l=M~C;:O~l::l::O;:l:...;:6;.:2:.:,1.;:•l;o;;5iiit.ii60..-~!!!!'!!~ .. 
. Mayl7.a~l:30D.m.inAlbera105. d~o'tdrive. ·- ·------·-
wvxu 
On May 11th and 12th of 
Family Weekend, the ''Voice of 
Xavier" will go outdoors to 
bring you its annual rpiote 
programming. If the weather 
permits, WVXU-FM will 
broadcast live from the ·mall 
in front of Alter Hall. Every-
one .is invited to come and 
·watch WVXU's student broad-
cast staff at work. And don't 
forget, there's still plenty of 
good news, music, sports and 
special features all week long. 
Just tune in your radio to 
WVXU, 91.7 FM. 
WVXU-FM leaves the air 
Friday, May 19, at 10:00 p.m., 
following the conclusion of its 
regularly scheduled daily pro-
graniming. wvXU will resume 
broadcasting in September 
with an expected fifty watt in-
crease of Effective Radiated 
Power. The staff of WVXU 
would like to thank all of you 
fot tuning in, and hopes that 
after a pleasant vacation, you'll 
be back next Fall for more 
music, news, sports and feature 
programs on the ''Voice of 
Xavier," FM 91.7 . 
• TROUBLE WRITIN~.? 
Exercise program lead by 
professional writers can 
help you. 
can 121-e198. 
Wli.Lll SIMMONS 
TYPING llRYICE 
2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155 
I Ty1tlng Student Papers, 
I Author MS. · ; l c.al ., Appalnllllenl Only., 
·l-~---lil!""'I"~~-~ 
Has )'Ollr roommate ever discovered his girlfriends earrings 
under your pillovv and believed your story 
atioutthe Tooth Fairy? 
Na 
But have you ever tried Colt 45 Malt Liquor? 
No. . . 
Then ltt say were even. 
